Figure 40. BK-DLC-157, Overlook from Lake Shore, Facing NW

Wide concrete caps on the planters provide seating space. The three reinstalled interpretive markers are
placed along the overlook. At the east end is “The Woods Trail” marker, which includes the emblems of
the MnDOT and the Minnesota Historical Society. “The Lakes of Minnesota” marker is on the western
planter. The “Detroit Lakes – A City with a Past” marker is a low granite monument placed on the sidewalk.
A boat launch is located approximately 0.2 mile northwest of the overlook.
Evaluation
Within the 1950-1975 context, the Detroit Lakes Overlook would be evaluated as a roadside property
constructed in the late 1950s. The site, however, was fully reconstructed in 2007, and therefore no longer
retains this association.
Recommendation
Because the Detroit Lakes Overlook no longer retains elements associated with its 1957-1958
construction, the property should not be evaluated under the 1950-1975 context.

6.1.6 Taylors Falls Overlook North (CH-TFC-055)
N. limits of Taylors Falls
Chisago County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this site previously was found to be not eligible because it did not meet
context registration requirements (no other reason specified).
Minimal field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following
history and description rely largely on the site history and description provided in the inventory form
prepared by Gemini Research in 1998.
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History
According to the previous documentation (CH-TFC-055, Gemini Research, 1998), the overlook site was
constructed by the MHD in 1960 at the behest of the village council of Taylors Falls on the site of an
abandoned gravel pit. The state utilized laborers from the Red Wing Correctional Facility under the
auspices of the Youth Conservation Commission (YCC). This overlook is one of two properties recorded in
the 1998 survey constructed using YCC labor. Although not built to the precise specifications of the plans
dating May 1958, the site consisted of a large parking area with a J-shaped overlook wall composed of
limestone piers connected by two steel I-beams.
Description
At the time it was documented in 1998, the Taylors Falls Overlook North had fallen into disrepair and was
minimally maintained. The site is currently operated by the City of Taylors Falls and is called “Heritage
Park.” A number of items have been added to the site since its previous documentation, including circular
concrete benches with natural stone, additional concrete sidewalks, an extended wooden deck viewing
platform, a picnic shelter, and benches.
Evaluation
The Taylors Falls Overlook, as a property constructed in 1960, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
This relatively simple site does not meet revised registration criteria for significance. The overlook walls
are of a basic construction and fitted with steel beams, and therefore do not exhibit complex design skill
or craftsmanship. The site is situated to take advantage of the views over the St. Croix Valley, and the
parking area provides both access to the site and a method for protecting traffic from the trunk highway.
The execution of these elements, however, does not represent the national standards promoted between
1950 and 1967 for roadside properties in a significant way, or in a manner that would serve as an
outstanding example.
Recommendation
Based on its lack of significance, the Taylors Falls Overlook North is not eligible under the 1950-1975
context.

6.1.7 Ray Berglund Memorial Wayside (CK-TFT-001)
3.5 mi N of Tofte, N side of TH 61 250' E of the Onion River
Cook County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this site previously was found to be not eligible because it did not meet
context registration requirements.
No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998.
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History
The Ray Berglund Memorial Wayside was established by the Minnesota legislature in 1951 in memory of
lumberman and conservationist Ray Berglund. The site was developed by the Roadside Development
Division of the MHD circa 1953, at which time a wooden sign reading “Ray Berglund State Scenic Memorial
Wayside” was installed. A site plan sheet dating to that year indicates only the location of the site and
not its configuration, but it is known that by 1961, the site included a parking area, guardrail, and a
memorial plaque. The plaque, dedicated to Berglund, had been mounted on a natural bluff at the site in
1959. It is additionally known that by 1964, picnic tables, curbing, a privy, and refuse containers were in
place.
Description
According to the previous documentation, the site consists of a simple asphalt pull-off and parking area
with curbing and a view to Lake Superior; the wooden sign; and the bronze plaque. The wayside was
established by the Minnesota legislature in 1951 in memory of Ray Berglund, and the commemorative
elements were added in the following years. No mention is made of the picnic tables, privy, or refuse
containers.
Evaluation
The Ray Berglund Memorial Wayside, as a property developed beginning circa 1953, was re-evaluated
using the revised registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
This site lacks the complexity of site design, emphasis on safety and scenic quality, and attention to
traveler comfort that characterized significant roadside properties between 1950 and 1968. The bronze
plaque, commemorative in character, does not express regional identity. The site does not possess high
artistic values of design or craftsmanship. No association with important historic trends or events has
been documented. The Ray Berglund Memorial Wayside therefore does not meet the revised registration
requirements for significance.
Recommendation
The Ray Berglund Memorial Wayside is not eligible for NRHP listing due to a lack of significance.

6.1.8 Long Lake Roadside Parking Area (North Long Lake) (CW-NSC-004)
E side of TH 371 4.6 mi N of TH 77
Crow Wing County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this site previously was found to be not eligible because it did not meet
context registration requirements.
History
According to the previous documentation (CW-NSC-004, Gemini Research 1998), the original site plans
were not located. The site may predate 1954, the date inscribed on the geological marker, and is
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confirmed to have been developed by 1958, when two existing bituminous parking areas were noted on
plans for improvements to TH 371 (SP 1810-35). The previous investigation found documentation that in
1961 the site had a parking area (referring to the northern parking area), guardrails formed of wooden
bollards, a well, 12 picnic tables, two fireplaces, two toilets, a car overlook (referring to the southern
parking area), and a geological marker, and that sometime prior to 1968, a hand pump was added to the
site. Plans dated 1969 provided for the introduction of a vault toilet building, information board, four
picnic shelters, and a new well using Highway Beautification funds (Figure 41).
Although original site plans have not been found, it is clear that many alterations were made to the Long
Lake Roadside Parking Area after 1969, based on previous documentation. At the time of the 1998
documentation, the picnic shelters and hand pump had been removed, and the wood guardrails had been
altered. By 2015, only three picnic tables were located on the site, no fireplaces were present, and the
vault toilet and information board had been removed. The earlier rounded-top wood bollards (seen cast
aside near the site) had been replaced with cut-off utility poles. Based on comparisons to historical
photographs on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit, the geological maker has been fully rebuilt in
recent years.
Description
The Long Lake Roadside Parking Area is sited on the east side of TH 371 on the west shore of Long Lake,
4.6 miles north of TH 77. The site consists of two parking areas, each accessed from TH 371, separated by
approximately 600 feet of shoreline consisting of a wooded, grassy landscape (Figure 42). The south
parking area forms a T-shape with a rectangular bituminous parking surface (Figure 43). The replacement
wood bollards fashioned from cut utility poles line the entrance driveway and the west and north sides of
the parking area. The east side is lined with a concrete curb and a bituminous sidewalk, where a stone
marker is placed near the shoreline. The reconstructed lectern-style marker is constructed of random
ashlar limestone with a slanted concrete surface upon which is mounted a metal plaque, originally placed
in 1954 (Figure 44). The text is entitled “Geology of Minnesota, Brainerd Region” and was erected by the
Geological Society of Minnesota and the Minnesota Historical Society aided by a grant from the Louis W.
and Maud Hill Family Foundation in 1954. The text describes the geological history of the region.
The north parking area is similarly sized and sited, but also serves as a boat launch. Its angled entrance
drive and two grassy islands with concrete curbing help to maneuver and direct vehicles with boat trailers
(Figure 45). Replacement wood bollards line the entrance driveway and the west and south sides of the
parking area (Figure 46). A portable toilet stands north of the entrance drive, and a well and pump are
located on its south side. Signs are mounted to wood bollards and cross-boards near the boat launch.
The area in between the two parking areas is minimally landscaped, and contains several picnic tables
amid oak, pine and other tree species. An unpaved path allows access through the area.
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Figure 41. CW-NSC-004, 1969 Site Plan (Site Development Unit Files)

Figure 42. CW-NSC-004, Shoreline between Parking Areas, Facing N
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Figure 43. CW-NSC-004, South Parking Area, Facing N

Figure 44. CW-NSC-004, South Parking Area, Reconstructed Geological Marker, Facing SE
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Figure 45. CW-NSC-004, North Parking Area, Facing SW

Figure 46. CW-NSC-004, North Parking Area Entrance, Facing NW

Evaluation
The Long Lake Roadside Parking Area, as a property likely to have been developed during the 1950s and
known to have undergone substantial improvements in 1969, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
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Significance
The stone marker on the site is a simple and common model, and does not display complex design skill or
craftsmanship; furthermore it has been fully reconstructed. The site design, while situated on a lake shore
and displaying some level of complexity in the twin parking area approach, does not represent excellence
in design or in the representation of the national standards introduced in the 1950s. The Long Lake
Roadside Parking Area no longer retains elements associated with improvements carried out in 1969 and
therefore cannot be evaluated for its significance per the registration requirements established for 19681975. For all of these reasons, the Long Lake Roadside Parking Area does not meet the revised registration
requirements for significance.
Recommendation
The Long Lake Roadside Parking Area is not eligible for NRHP listing due to a lack of significance.

6.1.9 Sibley Pioneer Church Monument (DK-MDC-011)
N side of TH 13 500 feet west of D Street
Mendota, Dakota County
Within the 1920-1960 context, the Sibley Pioneer Church Monument site previously was found not eligible
for NRHP listing because it did not meet the context registration requirements (no specific reasons were
provided). The property is located within the Mendota Historic District, a property listed in the NRHP for
its associations with the early history of the settlement of Mendota, but it is a non-contributing property
to that district.
History
Previous documentation of the site records that it was developed as a wayside rest in 1955 by the MHD
in cooperation with Chapter 178 of the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution
(DAR). It is among many Minnesota monuments erected by the DAR. Although original site plans were not
available, it appears that once completed, the rest consisted of a pull-off drive, a historical marker
commemorating a pioneer church that had been built by Henry Sibley in 1847, and a four-foot-wide
“sidewalk island” and concrete curb in front of it. The marker was fabricated from limestone blocks
salvaged from the remnants of the church to consist of a central shaft containing a plaque and stone
benches flanking each side. The shaft was completed by October of 1955 and the limestone benches were
installed shortly thereafter by Dendolph Construction Company of St. Paul. (DK-MDC-011, Gemini 1998;
Bourgerie and Pratt 2007).
The site has undergone several changes since its establishment. According to the previous documentation,
in about the 1960s, TH 13 was realigned slightly to the south, during which the island in front of the marker
was enlarged, and the shape of the highway pull-off was altered. Circa 1994, the pull-off and island were
removed, and the site was closed to vehicular traffic. A concrete plaza and new sidewalk were installed
to provide pedestrian access to the monument. These alterations may coincide with a raise in the grade
of TH 13, which altered the monument site’s relationship to the highway (MnDOT Historic Roadside
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Development Structures Inventory DK-MDC-011, 1998; Bourgerie and Pratt 2007). A parking area was
added west of the site at an unknown time, but was present by 1994.
In 2007, Oertel Architects prepared preservation and restoration recommendations for the site (Bourgerie
and Pratt 2007) and in 2009, a treatment and recommendations report was prepared by MacDonald &
Mack Architects (MacDonald, Grover and Wolf Scott 2009). The site underwent a comprehensive
restoration in 2013 (SP 1902-58), which included repointing and cleaning of the monument and benches,
new approach sidewalk, reconstructed terraces, and the addition of the wheelchair accessible ramp.
Description
The Sibley Pioneer Church Monument is located on the north side of TH 13, separated by a turf median.
North of the monument is a densely wooded site that slopes down to the Minnesota River near its
confluence with the Mississippi. The site is approached by a concrete sidewalk and bicycle trail running
parallel to TH 13, and another sidewalk runs perpendicular to the monument (Figure 47). The property’s
principal feature is the marker, a stone shaft flanked by two stone benches, or “couches.” The marker is
mounted on a two-tiered concrete terrace with rounded corners (Figure 48). The shaft is constructed of
squared limestone laid in broken range courses. Approximately 15 feet in height, the symmetrical
monument stands on a wide base, has a central projecting shaft and is capped by a stone gable (Figure
49). Within the base is a date stone that reads “1955.” A bronze plaque is affixed within the center of the
shaft, and a stone cross is in relief within the gable. The stone benches appearing as couches, complete
with backs and arms with rounded corners; the seating surfaces are concrete (Figure 50).
A curved wheelchair accessible ramp was added to the east side to provide access to the raised terrace
and benches in 2013. A large parking lot and trailhead access by the sidewalk and TH 13 is located to the
west of the monument and is not part of the original roadside design.
The bronze plaque shows in relief the symbol for the Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) and the
nearby historic Sibley House. The text reads “To the glory of God and in memory of General Henry Hastings
Sibley, Born February 20, 1811, died February 18, 1891. A great patriot-soldier-statesman. This historical
marker is built of the only remaining stone from the pioneer church erected by General Sibley in 1847 as
a place of worship ‘for Christians of all denominations.’ The church stood upon a high hill opposite this
site. Dedication Services in Holiness unto the Lord, Sunday June 5, 1955 and Monday June 6, 1955. Given
by Nathan Hale Chapter Number 178, National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution, St. Paul,
Minnesota.”
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Figure 47. DK-MDC-011, Site and Historical marker, Facing SE

Figure 48. DK-MDC-011, Historical marker, Facing NW
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Figure 49. DC-MDC-011, Monument, Facing N

Figure 50. DK-MDC-011, Bench, Facing NW
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Evaluation
The Sibley Pioneer Church Monument, as a property constructed in 1955, was re-evaluated using the
revised registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
The Sibley Pioneer Church Monument is constructed of limestone blocks salvaged from the remnants of
the nearby historic church. Given these historic origins, the monument’s overall design and its use of the
broken range course method for laying the stone required thoughtful reimagining of the stone material
for a modern aesthetic. Far from standardized, this monument design appears to be unique in Minnesota’s
inventory of roadside properties and customized to suit this particular site and to evoke its specific
purpose in memorializing the pioneer church; therefore, the Sibley Pioneer Church Monument wayside
includes an object that exhibits strong craftsmanship and design skills to form a unique tribute to local
history. As such, it meets Criterion C in the area of architecture. Its period of significance is that of its
construction completion date, 1955. Its essential physical features are those present during its period of
significance, including the shaft and flanking benches that possess the craftsmanship. As with all roadside
properties, the historic configuration of the vehicular circulation to and from the site in relation to the
trunk highway is also an essential physical feature.
Integrity
Based on the loss of vehicular circulation to and from the site and of the original island separating the
monument from the roadway, the Sibley Pioneer Church Monument wayside does not retain the integrity
to convey its historical significance as a roadside property.
As an individual object, the historical marker’s integrity of location is intact. The marker, comprising the
shaft and benches, retains its original stone construction; therefore it has excellent integrity of materials,
workmanship, and design. Although integrity of setting, feeling, and association has been diminished
through the loss of the roadway access to the marker and the alteration of its relationship to the highway,
these aspects take on less importance than location, materials, workmanship, and design in an object
significant for its high artistic value. The greater surroundings of the historical marker remain similar with
regard to the density of commercial buildings to its southeast and east and the naturalized environment
to its north, south, and west.
Recommendation
The Sibley Pioneer Church Monument wayside is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a loss of
integrity. The historical marker within the wayside is individually eligible as an object under Criterion C in
the area of architecture for its craftsmanship which displays high artistic value.

6.1.10 Kensington Runestone Roadside Parking Area (DL-ALE-067)
0.3 mi E of Alexandria, S side of TH 27 (CR 82), 1.2 mi E of Jct TH 27 and TH 29
Douglas County
Within the 1920-1960 context, the Kensington Runestone Historical Marker site previously was found to
be not eligible because it did not meet the 50-year threshold at the time. It was recommended that its
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NRHP eligibility be re-evaluated in the future when it could be compared to MHD roadside development
work of the 1950s and 1960s (DL-ALE-067, Gemini Research, 1998, on file at the Minnesota SHPO). The
property was again evaluated in 2000 as part of the TH 27 reconnaissance survey within the context of
Minnesota Tourism and Recreation in the Lake Regions, 1870-1945. Although constructed outside of that
context period, the monument was recommended as eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criteria A and
C as “an excellent example of this era of roadside commercialism in an emerging automobile age” (DLALE-067, Deiber 2000, on file at the Minnesota SHPO). The SHPO concurred with this recommendation,
and it is currently identified in the SHPO database as individually eligible for listing in the NRHP.
History
Plans for the roadside development project at Alexandria (SP 2106-04) are dated November 1950 and
signed by MHD officials in early 1951. This roadside property, constructed in 1951, originally consisted of
a simple triangular roadside parking area dominated by an 18-ton replica of the Kensington Runestone.
TH 52 (later TH 27; now County Road 82) formed the northern side of the parcel with 6th Street (now
Lincoln Avenue) forming the south. The two roads met on the east end, and a driveway bisected the parcel
toward the west. A concrete sidewalk on the west side of the driveway provided pedestrian access to the
Runestone replica marker, which was surrounded by plantings consisting of American elm, Lombardy
poplar, red cedar, Savin juniper, and Mugho pine.
The principal object, the Kensington Runestone replica, was constructed of Cold Spring granite and
designed by Glanville Smith. It was fabricated by the Cold Spring Granite Company and carved by Otto
Dallmann and Harris Peterson, employees of the company. The marker faced onto a plaza flanked by
granite benches (DL-ALE-067, Gemini Research 1998, on file at the Minnesota SHPO).
The over-sized replica references the 31” x 16” “Kensington Runestone,” a stone tablet with runic
markings purported to be found on a Douglas County farm in 1898 by Olaf Ohman. The stone’s markings
suggest the presence of Viking explorers in the area in 1362. Although the controversy over its authenticity
has persisted for over a century, the City of Alexandria (and the surrounding region), where the Runestone
is on display in the Chamber of Commerce, has closely allied itself with the marker, and claims itself as the
“Birthplace of America.” The cooperation of the local Kiwanis Club with the MHD suggests the desire of
the community to promote and identify with this unique aspect of history. The “Jesse Lake Mooring
Stone,” a natural stone with a drilled hole believed to be used for mooring ships, was moved to the site
from the east side of Jesse Lake in 1957.
Sometime between 2000 and 2003, TH 27 was reconstructed, resulting in a reconfiguration of the
intersection of Lincoln Avenue and TH 27; the two roads no longer intersect. By 2008, the cross driveway
on the site was removed; the site currently has no vehicular access (Google Earth imagery, 1992-2013).
Description
The current Kensington Runestone site is a triangular parcel formed by Country Road 82 (formerly TH 52)
on the north and Lincoln Avenue on the south; the two roads no longer meet at an intersection. The parcel
is edged with modern concrete curbing; curb cuts show where the cross driveway once was (Figure 51).
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Figure 51. DL-ALE-067, Site and Monument, Facing E

The Kensington Runestone Replica stands as the site’s centerpiece in its original location. The 12’ by 6’ 4”
granite block is shaped with the rough edges and face of the original site, and carved with runes (Figure
52). It stands on a polished 6’ by 3’ base that reads “Kensington Runestone, A D 1362” surmounting a
fieldstone foundation with concrete mortar. The base is flanked by additional granite tables incised with
text of the translation of the Runestone markings in English (left) and a description and history of the
Runestone, and a listing of donors for the erection of the replica (right). The Runestone monument is
illuminated with a large light apparatus mounted on the rear (Figure 53). On each side of the monument
are polished granite benches. In front of the monument is a flagstone plaza. Surrounding the plaza area
are annual plantings. Another grouping of annuals is located near the west end of the site. Several trees
of various species are planted around the site, which is covered with turf (Figure 54). Other items on the
parcel include the Jesse Lake Mooring Stone, identified with a bronze plaque, and a picnic table.
Evaluation
The Kensington Runestone Replica Roadside Parking Area, as a property constructed in 1951, was reevaluated using the revised registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
The Kensington Runestone replica monument (the object itself) exhibits a certain degree of craftsmanship
completed by local workers in an effort to mimic the original Runestone at five times its scale.
Comparisons with the original model suggest that stone workers did not achieve a true “replica” of the
original, but simply produced an item with a strong resemblance at a large scale. This project undoubtedly
offered its craftsmen a unique opportunity in creating such a monument, but the work appears neither
to achieve high artistic value nor to be the work of a master. As a site, the property does express regional
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Figure 52. DL-ALE-067, Monument, Facing NE

Figure 53. DL-ALE-067, Site and Monument, Facing NW
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Figure 54. DL-ALE-067, Site and CR 82, Facing E

identity, perhaps in what might be considered an innovative fashion, through the replica marker. This
characteristic alone, however, does not meet the standards for roadside development in the early 1950s,
and other aspects, such as emphasis on scenic and natural qualities, attention to circulation systems and
safety concerns, or to traveler comfort are not present at this site. This property therefore does not meet
the revised registration requirements for significance.
Recommendation
The Kensington Runestone Replica Roadside Parking Area is not eligible for NRHP listing due to a lack of
significance. Per SHPO concurrence with the findings of the TH 27 study conducted in 2000, the
monument is individually eligible as an object under Criteria A and C within the statewide context of
Minnesota Tourism and Recreation in the Lake Regions, 1870-1945.

6.1.11 Chatfield Historical Marker (FL-CHC-034)
South limits of Chatfield, N side of TH 52 .25 mi E of CSAH 5
Fillmore County
As of the 1998 roadside development study and within the 1920-1960 context, the Chatfield Historical
Marker site was found not eligible for listing in the NRHP as it had not yet attained 50 years of age, and
therefore did not meet registration criteria (FL-CHC-034, Gemini Research 1997). In 2003, Gemini
Research prepared brief comments and recommendations for each roadside property previously
determined not eligible (on file at MnDOT Site Development Unit). The consultant recommended that the
property would be eligible for the NRHP in 2005 when it met the 50-year threshold, for its significance as
a property strongly representing a continuation of the design principles established during the federal
relief era and built in the decade after the end of New Deal programs (1944-1954). Although the Chatfield
Historical Marker was constructed in 1955, the consultant concluded that it met the registration criteria.
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History
According to previous documentation (FL-CHC-034, Gemini Research 1997), the roadside property was
constructed in 1955. Previous to that, a steel historical marker sign with white background and black
lettering was on the site, and displayed the same text as the current plaque. The original plans, dated
1954, were approved by Harold E. Olson, Engineer of Roadside Development. These resulted in a
triangular-shaped site divided into two parts by a concrete curb-lined drive that would run roughly northsouth in front and east of a stone historical marker backgrounded by a natural hill. The marker was
situated on a concrete terrace, in front of which a short walkway was present next to the curb. Three
concrete steps led up to the marker from the concrete terrace, providing an eye-level view for reading
the marker’s text. A variety of trees were planted in various locations, such as directly behind the marker,
near the hilltop, and along TH 52. East of the drive was a triangular grassy island.
Description
The Chatfield Historical Marker site is located on a triangular-shaped parcel at the intersection of TH 52
and County Road 5, where those two roads come to an obtuse intersection (Figure 55). The asphalt drive
connects these two principal roadways (Figure 56). The current appearance of this property suggests that
it remains largely as it did when it was developed. The shrine-style marker is constructed of limestone
ashlar laid in a random course (Figures 57 and 58). The symmetrical design has a central shaft that
descends to the sides in steps. An aluminum plaque bearing the symbols of the Minnesota Department of
Highways and the Minnesota Historical Society is mounted in the center. The text is titled “Chatfield” and
describes the settlement of the town and the St. Paul-Dubuque stage route. The marker includes detached
benches with stone piers and a concrete slab. The concrete terrace and three rounded-corner steps rising
to the center of the marker remain intact.

Figure 55. FL-CHC-034, Facing N
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Figure 56. FL-CHC-034, Driveway, Facing W

Figure 57. FL-CHC-034, Historical Marker, Facing N
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Figure 58. FL-CHC-034, Historical Marker, Facing SE

The triangular island formed by the principal roadways and asphalt drive is bound by a concrete curb and
planted with turf and two deciduous trees. At the western corners are juniper bushes planted around
limestone boulders. Behind the marker to the west, the low hill is planted with mature fir trees.
Evaluation
The Chatfield Historical Marker, as a property constructed in 1955, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
Although the historical marker at Chatfield is elaborate in its stone construction when considered in
comparison to other types of historical markers in Minnesota, it essentially follows a template for shrinestyle markers with a rustic-style aesthetic developed in the 1930s and as such does not reflect the
aesthetic ideals of the 1950s through the 1970s. The stonework, while attractive, is set on a short, linear
plane and does not illustrate the successful execution of a particularly challenging design. It therefore
does not reflect particularly complex design skill or craftsmanship, particularly that expressing high artistic
value or the work of a master uniquely adapted to a particular site, nor is it an outstanding or innovative
example of regional expression within this context. The remaining site design characteristics also are not
outstanding or innovative. Located at the intersection of two principal roadways, the historical marker
site does not emphasize scenic or natural features. Its simple plan does not represent sophisticated design
solutions or circulation patterns, nor does the wayside offer significant traveler amenities. This property
therefore does not meet the revised registration requirements for significance.
Recommendation
The Chatfield Historical Marker is not eligible for listing in the NRHP listing due to a lack of significance.
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6.1.12 Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area (HU-JEF-007)
W side of TH 26 2.5 mi N of Iowa border
Houston County
Within the 1920-1960 context, the Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area previously was found eligible for
NRHP listing because it was a non-federal relief property that closely resembles a federal relief property
(Criterion A) and because it was an intact example of the application of the National Park Service Rustic
Style (Criterion C) (HU-JEF-007, Gemini Research 2003). Substantial changes have been made to the site
since the previous evaluation.
History
The Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area was constructed in 1950 following MHD plans dated November
1949 and signed by Harold Olson, head of the Roadside Development Division, in April 1950 (HU-JEF-007,
Gemini Research 2003). In 1938, the segment of TH 26 upon which it is located was designated as part of
the Great River Road, a multi-state scenic roadway following the Mississippi River.
According to previous documentation, the site originally included a wide, gravel drive that doubled as a
parking area and was separated from TH 26 by a 50-foot-long, linear island bordered by a concrete curb.
A windbreak of cedars was planted at the west edge of the site. Its primary feature was a stone
combination retaining wall and spring enclosure with a central fountain structure that conveyed drinking
water from a nearby natural spring to automobile travelers.
The parking area was eliminated when TH 26 was improved (date unknown). The island once in place to
separate the traffic from the pull-off drive was removed by 2009 and replaced by an irregularly shaped
island that blended with the gravel shoulder and drive (Treatment Recommendations Report, MacDonald
and Mack Architects, Ltd. for Carol Zoff, MnDOT Office of Technical Support, 2009, on file in MnDOT Site
Development Unit files).
Circa 2011, the Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area was rehabilitated by cleaning and repointing the stone
wall, paving the terrace with concrete, paving the pull-off and replacing the island with a curbed concrete
median.
Description
The Reno Springs Roadside Parking Area is a C-shaped pull-off on the west side of TH 26 near the Iowa
border and just west of the Mississippi River. The mortared limestone retaining wall/spring enclosure
forms the west side of the pull-off against a sloped embankment (Figure 59). The limestone is laid in a
random pattern. The wall, approximately 22 feet in length, stands approximately 4’ 9” high with short
wing walls projecting forward at each end (Figure 60). At its center, an iron spring pipe extends through a
raised portion of the stone wall and into a concrete basin in the center post (Figure 61). The pipe is capped,
and does not produce water. A concrete terrace fills the enclosure and meets the asphalt paved roadway.
The pull-off is separated from the highway by a narrow concrete median (Figure 62).
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Figure 59. HU-JEF-007, Site, Facing W

Figure 60. HU-JEF-007, Spring Enclosure, Facing SW
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Figure 61. HU-JEF-007, Spring Basin, Facing W

Figure 62. HU-JEF-007, Site, Facing NW
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The circa-1930 culvert headwall and wing walls recorded in the previous documentation (HU-JEF-007,
Gemini Research 2003) are largely outside of the boundary of the roadside parking area and could not be
located in the field investigations conducted in 2015.
Evaluation
The Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area, as a property constructed in 1950, was re-evaluated using the
revised registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
This property meets the revised registration requirements for significance under Criterion C. The Reno
Spring Roadside Parking Area was originally designed with a concrete-curbed median to separate highway
traffic from the wayside and increase traveler safety. To this was added the enhancement of a spring
structure. The natural spring, once a nuisance that needed to be mitigated by way of a culvert under the
highway, was reconceived as structural system that not only provided an amenity and source of fresh
water for the travelling public, but also exploited the site’s unique natural conditions. The 22-foot-long
stone wall with a pipe inserted into it and enclosing a drain, is not an object exhibiting the work of a
master, complex design skills, or high artistic value. It does not speak to a 1950s aesthetic ideal, nor does
it incorporate innovative use or new application of engineering or structural systems, or construction
materials. Although lacking in the scope and complexity needed to be considered significant in and of
itself, the wall emphasizes the use of local materials and contributes to the scenic quality of the wayside.
As originally configured, the Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area demonstrates two of the six principles
that exemplify the roadside development standards of the early 1950s: site selection with emphasis on a
natural feature and safety improvements by means of a median separating the highway from the wayside.
The site therefore meets the requirements for significance as an important example of a site addressing
highway safety concerns while taking advantage of natural features and offering traveler comfort and
respite in the form of a flowing spring. The period of significance is 1950, the year of its completed
construction. The site’s essential physical features include the C-shaped circulation pattern, the grass
island separating the highway from the parking area, and the natural spring incorporated into the stone
wall.
Integrity
The Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area is significant as an example of a 1950s roadside property
characterized by its incorporation of natural features into the site’s design and selection and for the
implementation of safety standards through the construction of a median separating the highway traffic
from the wayside parking. The most important aspects of integrity are design, setting and association.
The integrity of association as a place of driver respite and safety remains intact. The surrounding
landscape remains rural, and the adjacent two-lane trunk highway maintains a relationship similar to that
of the original plan, and therefore the integrity of setting is good.
Alterations to the site configuration have diminished this property’s integrity of material and design. The
importance of preserving these aspects of integrity were emphasized in the treatment plan prepared in
2009 by MacDonald & Mack Architects, which recommended “… at minimum, the current configuration
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of the drive should be maintained. The surface of the gravel should be replaced and leveled. If possible,
widen the drive to its historic width and add crushed gravel to the existing surfacing.” With regard to the
center island, the firm recommended to “maintain size and general shape of the island. Raise grade level
to match level of new curbing and plant vegetation” (Treatment Recommendations Report, MacDonald
and Mack Architects, Ltd. for Carol Zoff, MnDOT Office of Technical Support, 2009, on file in MnDOT Site
Development Unit files). The circa-2010 rehabilitation was not completed based on the treatment plan
recommendations, and instead altered several of the original material and design choices. The drive,
intended to be gravel, was resurfaced in bitumen; the island, intended to be concrete curbing surrounding
a grass lawn, is now fully concrete. Although the overall design of the C-shaped pull-off continues to fulfill
the original intention, changes to the details of the driveway and island diminish the design integrity of
these essential physical features.
The property has not been moved and the integrity of location is intact. The workmanship reflected in the
craftwork of the stone wall continues to be apparent; the recent re-pointing of the wall does not diminish
this aspect of integrity. The changes in material and configuration noted above result in a loss of the
integrity of feeling of the site’s historical period. The loss of the flowing spring water further detracts from
the site’s integrity of feeling.
The alterations to the site since the period of significance, particularly the replacement of the median,
have diminished its integrity of design, material and feeling such that it no longer conveys its historical
associations with the 1950s-era roadside properties.
Recommendation
The Reno Spring Roadside Parking Area is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a lack of integrity.

6.1.13 Baudette Rest Area (LW-BDC-030)
Baudette at Canadian border, SE side of TH 72 at the Rainy River
Lake of the Woods County
Within the 1920-1960 context, the Baudette Rest Area was recommended as not eligible because it did
not meet registration requirements.
History
Well before it was developed as a roadside property, the site of the Baudette Rest Area had been the
location of the town cemetery, established in 1894. In 1909, the City relocated the cemetery, moving most
of the graves and markers, but a few remain on their original site (LW-BDC-030, Gemini Research, 1998).
In 1966, three years before the full development of the site, two metal historical markers on concrete
posts were erected at this location. The rest area, programmed with 1966 Highway Beautification funds,
was designed by TKDA of St. Paul. Plans for the rest area and its structures are dated 1969, and the site
was opened to the public in 1970 (LW-BDC-030, Gemini Research 1998, on file at the Minnesota SHPO).
The site was accessed via a driveway that extended east from TH 72 and then looped around the core of
the rest area, with parking areas located adjacent to the loop on its interior on the north and south and
on its exterior on the east. Within the loop was a grass-covered area planted with trees, the toilet building,
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